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DIMENSIONNEMENT DE REVETEMENTS DE RIVE EN CONSIDERATION DE GEOTEXTILES 

1. Introduction 

A natural bank of an area of water adjusts itself as a 
result of wave motions to a very flat angle of slope 
which fulfills the limit of equilibrium. Vertical slopes 
in a clay or silty soil can only remain stable as long as 
the cohesion is in operation. In general it can be sup
posed that the least of soils remain cohesive over a long 
per iod of time in the transition area between water and 
bank surface. This is the reason for the collapsing of 
such banks in blocks and levelling off after rupture in 
the water exchange area to an almost horizontal beach. 
This can be observed in all natural areas of water. 
In time flowing waters change their bed depending on 
their own efficacy of erosion.It has for a long time been 
necessary to protect the cultivated areas from the water 
erosion by installing bank protections. 
The banks of navigable waterways are subject to an 
increased load through the flow of displacement caused by 
the passing ships. Apart trom the velocity of the back 
flow there is the relatively rapid lowering of the water 
level which is one of the main special loads which en
danger those parts of the bank area lying under water.It 
is obvious that banks in the direct influence area of 
such water motions caused by navigation have to be pro
protected by constructions which have enough stability. 
This paper puts forward some of the ideas which are seen 
to be relevant in the construction of embankment pro
tections and have a direct relation to the use of geotex
tiles in bank protection. 

2. Construction methods of bank protection 

The development of the construction methods of bank pro
tection can simply be sketched out as foliows: 
Formerly an embankment which was threatened by erosion 
caused by wave movements was usually stabilised by rubble 
mound. The relevant idea he re was that the stones them
selves resulting out of their particle size and weight 
would be able to withstand erosion. Yet practical ex
perience with such bank protection was characterised by a 
considerable amount of maintenance due to the fact that 
the stones had to be continually replaced. This main
tenance work decreased only when the protective embank
ments reached often a thickness of more than 2 metres. 
The reason for such an intensive maintenance was usually 
due to the lack of filter stability between the subsoil 
and the riprap, either due to faulty planning or inexpert 
construction of the bank protection.By using graded grain 
particle filters under the riprap less maintenance was 
needed. This was an important factor to be contemplated 
by the construction. 
Problems always recurred where the graded filters were 
built in und er water. Often the disintegration of the 
built in filter was overseen. This disintegration however 
had serious consequences on the stability of the upper 
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protective layers because the filter effect between bank 
protection and subsoil was 10st.This problem could only 
be avoided by building in uniform-sized graded grain fil
ter in several layers. This lead to high production 
costs. 
The filter problem in the building of bank protection 
seemed to be solved with the development of geotextiles. 
The graded filter was replaced by geotextile filters and 
the revetment was built out of riprap similar to those of 
the particle grain filter. ßecause of the omission of the 
particle filter layers the bank protection became lighter 
but therefore they were not stable enough to resist the 
even increasing demands made on them by naivgation. This 
manifested itself mainly in the increase of deformation 
of the bank protection. The consequence of which would 
lead to the complete destruction of the revetment through 
gliding of the loose stone rubble on the geotextile 
plane. There then followed aperiod of the so-called com
posite or bonded construction. On the one hand an ad
hesion could be attained through subsequent areal sealing 
of the loose stone riprap. The partly sealed rubble bank 
protection was developed - experts adopted the name cling 
riprap - in which cement or bituminous bonding material 
could establish an areal adhesion within the protective 
layers without losing to any great extent the water 
permeability of the originally loose stone rubble. On the 
other hand different kinds of precast stone riprap became 
common in which precast concrete stones were combined 
through suitable constructive details to form an areal 
entity. The stability of the uppermost layer of the bank 
protection was thus ensured. Nevertheless none of these 
constructions were wholly stable because the subsoil 
under the geotextiles was subject to deformation and 
often lead to the occurrence of small cavities under the 
bonded stone riprap. These circumstances finally caused 
the collapse of the riprap structure. It was attempted to 
counter this phenomenon by the use of a novel type of 
double or multilayered geotextile in which the layer 
underneath of the structure was supposed to have a 
roughing, later a prefiltering function. 
It is indeed now possüle to build· revetments which have 
a durability of many years. This capability is based on 
the results of practical empirical trials in different 
riprap constructions which have been undertaken indepen
dent from each other over a number of years in different 
waterways. It must be warned against a general 
transference of this partly good experience on to other 
waterways with different navigational loads and subsoil 
conditions. Failures cannot be excluded where the 
harmonious combination of subsoil, riprap and other 
marginal conditions are not present. It seems therefore 
more than necessary to search for a theoretical proof and 
verification of the experience made in the construction 
of bank protection. 
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3. Stabilitv concept 

"Stability of riprap construction" means here the capa
bility of the riprap to absorb the hydrodynamic forces 
resulting from the water movements without deformation of 
the construction itself and/or of the subsoil. The fol
lowing requirements should be fulfilled: 

- The whole stability of the slope of Ivhich the uppermost 
layer the riprap represents has to be secured. The 
proofs necessary for this are lVellknown from standards 
and specifications. 

The stability of the riprap elements has to be 
ascertained within the uppermost protective layer.There 
are enough dimensioning data from model-scale tests 
(e.g. Hudson-Criteria) . Also there are further 
constructive methods (e.g. adhesive design) which may 
lead to an emelioration of the factor of safety. 

- The stability of the slope' s subsoil in a shallOlv depth 
underneath the riprap has to be observed, Le. the 
stress condition of these subsoil areas near the slope 
surface must be kept in a condition, which remains far 
enough apart from failure condition (Hohr-Coulomb 
stipulation). 

The first of these abovementioned stipulations can be 
fulfilled through pure soil mechanical proofs according 
to the standard i.e. DIN 4084. The second condition can 
be ensured respectively by suitable model tests , existing 
experience or through special constructive methods . The 
third stipulation means that the increase of s~earing 
stress c8used by the repid dralV- down of the Materlevel 
makes it necessary to put up e counten'teight against the 
rising force caused by the groundwater discherging out of 
the embankment, so that the shear strength will not be 
exceeded end even a certain stability exists to counter
act the condition of ultimate equilibrium as defined by 
the Fellenius rule. This evidence follows definite 
geotechnicle rules IYhich have to be stipulated. The last 
of the abovementioned design principles applied to the 
met~od of design was origina11y conceived and used 
successfully by KÖhler,(l980),ill , for practical investi
gations to esteblish several constructi ons of riprep on 
navigable IYaterways . fhe most important outset dimension 
is the applicable waterpressure in the subsotl of the 
slope caused by the rapid change in waterlevel in front 
of the slope as a result of the shipping paasing by . 
Investigations in more detail are required. 

4. The flow condition in the subsoil 

Seepage flow as a result of the change in ehe water level 
has been i llvestigated into by Schnitter and ZeUer 
(1957) , (7) . Assumillg the water level in the slope under 
the riprap is balanced chen it is possible us i ng these 
investigations to ascertain the position of tbe slope 
spring after a rapid draw-down of the wate'r level as long 
as ehe permeability of the paraus r iprap medium i t seH 
allows a lowering without delay . The term ' slope spring ' 
is used here to deH ne that area of the slope "hich lies 
under the emerging point B of the seepage flow. In the 
area of the slope spring the flow lilles run almost 
parallel to the slope and produce the greatest shear 
stress caused by flow (see Fig. 1). 
Underneath the water level the surface of the slope is an 
equipotential surface. After a rapid lowering of the 
water level in front of the slope the >mter level ill the 
slope subsoil can only follow in a delayed form depending 
on the permeability k of the slope's soil. An unsteady 
potential flow devclops where the flOl~ lines in the slope 
area under the lo"'ered outside IYater level are directed 
perpendicular to the area of discharge, i.e. are directed 
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perpendicular t o the slope inelination . The hydraulic 
gradient resulting out of the inst8tionary potent:!,al 
pressure fie1d reduces therewith t he normal stress "n a 
potential plane lying parallel to he slope s urface in a 
certain depth z . The shear stress from he subrnerged unit 
weight of the soil remains unaffected from thi.s and 1s 
not reduced . The sheer stress in ehe subsoil increases 
end the safety f act or against soil flow decreases . In the 
design of bank protcction this must therefore be taken 
ioto special considcration . Through ehe acting of the 
hydraulic gradient direeted perpendicular to the s lope 
surface often there exists far less safety aBai nst 
soilflol~ on planes lyingparallel to the siope as i t is 
given in the generally known eondition of instability 
caused by the flol~ lines parallel to the slope . 
\;hereas the parallel slope flow is purely a case of slope 
geometry it is mucn more difficult to specify the out:ward 
flow force . \;ith an even steady lowering of thc l'/ater 
level the resulting instationary hydraulic gradient may 
be determined through a one-dimensional consideration 
analogue to the consolidation theory. In reality tIVO
dimensional movements of \1ater occur in navigable water
ways which lead to a three-dimensional pore >later pres
sure response in the subsoil. The mathematical descrip
eion for the distribution of pore water pressure in a 
slope does not as yet exist in general. Completed solu
tions for river beds are knOlvn for the t\1o-dimensional 
system which were aequired in conneetion with the dam
projeet of Lhc Osterscheide (ßarden,1979,deGr oot: an 
Sellmeijer , 1979), (2) , (3) . 'l'he mathematical desc.ription of 
the process is madeeven more difflcult by the fact ehat 
the compressability of the aerated pot:"e \Vater thanges dll
ring the lowering of ehe water J.evel.In the ßAH (Köhler , 
1980) , (4), investigations IJere initia ted which hove lea,d 
to a nem: description of the pressure course in a Olle-di
mensional viel! . In comparison wi th ehe lineal consolida
eioll theory aseries of most reeent tests confirmed the 
original i nvestigations whieh lead to the conc1usions 
that the time takell for the balance o[ the (lore \.Iater 
pressure after a rapid draw-dolYn of the water level de
pends very much on the continuous change of the compres
sability of the areated pore water (Schneider,198S),(S). 
Supposing as from the first approximation that the rapid 
draw down caused by the passing of a ship may quite 
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correctly be taken as a one-dimensional occurrence then 
the state of unsteady flow can also be dealt with as a 
one-dimensional problem.ln such a ca se the duration and 
place of the change in pore water press ure in the subsoil 
can be approximated by using the following function: 

" (-E( t). z) p(t,z) = zA',W (1 - e (1) 

mit (t) K.(e (t).t)-1/2 
v 

In the equation (1) z is the depth perpendieular to the 
slope surface counted positive in the depth direction 
perpendieular to the slope's angle, t is the time after 
the rapid draw-down of the water level of the amount 
zA' €. (t) is the change of pore water pressure over a 
certain length of time. ev is the consolidation eo
efficient which fluetuates owing to the varying eompress
ability of both of the partaking pore media water and air 
respectively. K is a eonstant of proportionality whieh 
could vary with the faetor t. 
The correlation of the praetical results with these 
theoretieal estimations was not very satisfaetory -
therefore the approximate estimation of the exponential 
funetion ",i11 be reeoursed in the fo11owing: 

(2) 

Here a(t) and b(t) represent the funetions which 
were gained out of the test results about regression 
analysis with the exponential funetion. Figures 2 and 3 
represent the plot of the eurves for these dimensions for 
a certain type of soil. 
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Fig, 2 : Pore water pressure decrease 
as a function of the depth z 

[o'iS · 2 sho,~s the results of a test carried out showing 
the delayed 10ss of presSure in a test cylinder with a 
diameter oi 47 cm to simulate the rapid draw down of ehe 
water level of the amount of Z .. 85 cm within the time 
of t = to seconds . 1'he materia~ investigated consisted 
of light non-unUorm medium sand with an uniformity 
coeEfecient C ~ 5 , 9 and an effective grain diameter cl 0 = 0,116 lnm . u ' 1 
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Fig. 3 Pore water pressure decrease 
as a function of the depth z. 

Fig. 3 shows the curve plot of an investigation made with 
very uniformly graded medium sand (Cu = 1,5 and 
dlO = 0.336 mm) where the draw-down value was 
zA = 65 em within aperiod of time t = 10 sees.). 
By dividing equation (1) through f

H 
and differ

entiating to the point of time t = eonstant after z, 
it follows that in the depth z the prevailing loeal hy
draulic gradient i resulting from the rapid lowering of 
the water level to the observed per iod of time t: 

(3) 

Relating the empirieal presentation of the dependency of 
the time on the aet of 101~ering the \{ater of the equation 
(2) results that the loeal hydraulie gradient (4) is: 

(4) 

Inserting for example from Fig.2 the values a and b 
gained during the test at the time of t = 20 seeonds 
after the commeneement of the draw-down of the "ater 
level in equation (4) it then follows that the loeal 
hydraulie gradient in the depth z = 0,1 m is for example 
i = 3,43. It is easy to see from this result that the 
stress on the grain skeleton of the subsoil ean take on a 
considerable dangerous value.This is even more so on 
soils having mueh less permeability. 
By stability analysis however the average of the hyd
raulic gradient should be used whieh is in operation res
peetively between the observed depth z and the embankment . 
surface. The integration of the equation (3) leads to an 
extensible mathematieal integral-exponential funetion, so 
that it seems sufficiently exact to show the average 
hydraulie gradient im as foliows: 

i 
m 

p(t,z) 
(3a) 

z 
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respectively 

i 
m 

p(t,z) 

fw·z 

z (1 - a(t) e(-b(t).z)) 
A 

z 

The equation (4a) will be needed later for the 
calculation of the revetment stability. 

5. Operation mode of geotextiles 

(4a) 

It has been shown (Schulz 1984),(22, that in the treat
ment of the local stability of adam slope in which way a 
geotextile reacts on the stress condition of a soil 
element under a bank protection. It is hereby assumed 
that for the condition of equlibrium the geotextile lies 
evenly and is capable of transfer ring the tensile force 
to the higher points of the embankment above the Hater 
level. It must be ensured that this be regarded in the 
design of bank protection.The geotextile is loaded by the 
weight of the riprap and therefore normal stress reacts 
on the soil element directly under the geotextile. 
As a result of the roughness of the geotextile a shear 
stress is transferred to the soil as soon as the pore 
water pressure conditions causes local soil flo\1, in 
which small yet sufficiently separate soil elements start 
to move in the slope direction of the embankment. The 
supposition of an extra acting force as one of the hold
ing forces against slope slide parallel to the embankment 
plane is only there acceptable where little deformation 
of the bank subsoil may be accepted without risk so that 
a holding force can be established to support the 
stability of the rip-rap. This is possible through the 
mobilisation of friction between geotextile and subsoil, 
in which the stress condition of an endangered soil ele
ment may be kept beIm" the critical stress condition as 
weIl as with the aid of an even smaller surcharge of a 
light revetment as without the use of geotextiles. 

t 

~3E~ ____ ~ ________ ~O ' 

CI) Slale 01 slress in an embankmenl wilhoul groundwaler flow 

® Slale 01 slress wilh groundwaler flow parallel 10 embankmenl 

® Slale 01 slress wilh groundwaler flow perpendicular 10 embankmenl 

fJ-\ I::!J} Slale 01 slress aller loading by cover layer wilhoul geolexlile 

CD 
CD} Slale 01 slress alter loading by cover layer wilh use 01 geolexlile 

® 
Fig. 4: St.te of stress tOllditions 

The following idea should be contemplated to show the 
mode of action of so-called supplementary layers as the 
lowest layer of a multilayered geotextile (special 
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questions to inhomogenous and layered subsoil conditions 
are not as yet to be taken into consideration): 
In the beginning the geotextile lies with the supple
mentary layer on the embankment. The surcharge from the 
covering layer effects to a greater or lesser degree an 
impression in the uppermost soil zone depending on the 
granulometric mixture, density or consistency of the 
unoerlying soil. If this condition cannot be directly 
attained through the effect of the static load of the 
riprap, then the covering layer under stress from the 
navigation is exposed to a continuous repeated water 
level change. The dynamic loads set free on the slope 
soil from the unsteady potential flow cause failure 
conditions in the subsoil.This happens in limited local 
areas where the load of the riprap has not yet full 
contact to the subsoil area. As a result of this above
mentioned,especially in non-cohesive'· soil materials, soil 
redistribution arises, i.e. adeformation of the subsoil 
or local soil flow is initiated until the porosity 
offered by the additive layer is filled ,;ith sufficient 
soil material. Further particle movements are then im
possible when a sufficiently dimensioned riprap load 
prevents further local failure conditions.In the sense of 
soil mechanics the establishing of such astate of equi
librium causes the supplementary soil filled layer to be 
viewed as a thin soil layer itself in which not only 
friction but also cohesion takes effect. This cohesive 
force may be taken into account in the quest ion of 
stability as long as the material properties of the geo
textile remain sufficient i.e durable. Prerequisite for 
the flow of soil material into the additional layer is 
that the effective pore size of the additionl layer is in 
correct proportion to the relevant grain diameter of the 
inflowing soil materials i.e. sufficient in size. In coh
hesive soils the process of inflowing of soil particles 
takes a longer time under unsteady loading conditions 
until the abovementioned equilibrium condition is 
reached. 
In which degree this additional layer may actually be 
filled with soil particles depends doubtlessly on the 
chosen structure of this layer.The greatest local slope 
pressure directly on the interface between site soil and 
filter layer can appear as sho\1n in investigations car
ried out by rapid dralif-down tests (see Fig. 2). Therefore 
it is especially important to mobilise a shear strength 
in this transition layer. 
This positive view of some of the practical uses of geo
textile filters with additive layers may thus be ex
plained as long as the abovementioned conditions are ful
filled but cannot be transferred in general because diff
erent modes of action bet\1een soil and filter layers are 
influenced by the inhomogeneity and grain size distri
bution of the subsoil especially when conditions of 
different soil layers could for instance cause imper
missible reduction of a certain requested water perme
ability of the revetment layers, e.g. clogging effect. 

6. Conditions of eguilibrium in a soil element 

Figure 1 shm"s a soil element in the area of a slope 
spring and one in the area underneath the lowered water 
level. Those loads acting on both soil elements assume 
the effective submerged weight \01' and the force of 
flow S : 

\01'= A.(z·Y' + D·rD) (5) 

S = i.Yw.A.z (6) 

For the soil element in the area of the slope spring 
there is the hydraulic gradient i given through the slope 
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geometry with the slope angle ß , in the area of the soil 
elements underneath the lowered outside water level the 
hydraulie gradient is given through the average value of 
the loeal gradient, whieh is to be ealeulated by the 
equations (3a) and (4a) respeetively. 
From a soilmeehanieal point of view the limit of equi
librium is aseertained and the shear parameter in the 
sliding planes lying parallel to the slope surfaee in 
whieh the failure or eollapse of the embankment soil 
element is just reaehed, is required. In this view of 
limit equilibrium the mobilised frietion force along the 
geotextile is taken into eonsideration. 
It has the value: 

T = A.D·r;D'·eosß.tan 'f. ' g g 
(7) 

In this equation ~ , deseribes the drained angle of 
internal frietion b@tween the subsoil and the geotextile. 
All other influeneing faetors ean be seen in Fig. 1. The 
shear stress resulting from the submerged unit weight of 
the soil elements is: 

T = 11'. sinß (8) 

The required resisting shear force req T l{hieh is 
neeessary for the limit of equlibrium ean be brought into 
relationship with the present shear parameter by the aid 
of the Fellenius-rule: 

req T 
tan y' 

111'· eosß + 
A·e' 

(9) 
FS FS 

This equation deseribes the drained internal angle of 
frietion Y', e' is the drained eohesion. FS is the 
faetor of safety aeeording to the Fellenius rule, whieh 
sets the present shear strength against the required 
shear strength. 
For the estimation of the eondition of equilibrium two 
volume elements of the thiekness 1 are shOlm whieh are 
sliding in a parallel plane to the slope surfaee in a 
perpendieular distanee point of the depth z • For the 
soil element lying in the area of the slope spring the 
following equilibrium eonditions are valid: 

T + S = req T + T 
g 

(10) 

Beeause the assumed eondition of limit equilibrium should 
lie under the aetual limit eondition, stability is intro
dueed by mobilisation of the frietion force of the geo
textile so that the sum of the equations (5),(6) and (7, 
divided by FS),(8) (9) put in equation (10) gives: 

A 
A(zY'+DYo'+X"z)sinß = -(D'n'eoslJtan't,' + ••• 

FS g 

... (zY'+DYn')eosßtan<f' + e') (11) 

The solution ean be expressed as folIows: 

PS 
(z·r'+D·rD')eosßtan «'+D'Y'D'eoslltan 'fg'+e' 

(z·t' + D'YD' + f\ol'z)sinß 
(12) 

It should be eonsidered that for the soil element 
underneath the lowered outside ~/ater level, the outward 
direeted flow force reduees the normal force in the 
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sliding plane parallel to the slope. The equation (9) has 
to be modified as folIows: 

lII'sinß = req T + req T
g (13) 

The eonditions of limit equilibrium are in this ease: 

req T (lII'eosß - S) 
tan 'I' A. e' 
--- +-- (14) 

FS FS 

Through inserting the equations (5),(6),(7) and (13) in 
equation (14) the safety faetor of stability ean be 
attained: 

((z·l'+]}YD' )eosß-j,~ •. z)tanY' +DtD' eosßtan'fr '+e' 
FS = g (15) 

(z·f' + D'fD')sinß 

Through a suitable ehoiee of the thiekness and the sub
merged unit weight of the riprap, in this ease the value 
of the thiekness D and the unit l{eight Y'D' have to be 
varied, the minimum safety faetor, l·,hieh is derived from 
the equations (12) and/or (15) has to be found by 
substituting different values of the depth z. The safety 
faetor FS whieh is neeessary ean be determined 
aeeording to the standards e. g. DIN 408L,. 

7. Example for praetieal use 

The applieation of the formula under eonsideration is 
shown on the dimensioning of the thiekness D of a bank 
proteetion on a light non-uniform medium sand ce =5,9), 
(see Fig. 2) for the embankment area underneath ~he 
lowered water level. 
The following eharaeteristie index deseribe the geometry 
of the slope and the properties of the subsoil. 

Inelination of slope: l:n 1:3 (ß 18,430
) 

Draw-down value: zA 85 em 

Subsoil: Y' 10 KN/m3 

y' 30 0 

Geotextile: fg'= 30 0 

A loose stone rubble l{ith a thiekness of D 30 em is 
plann~d with a 3ubmerged unit l{eight of r D = 12 KN/m • 
The average hydraulie gradient im is determined through 
equation (4a). 
From equation (15) follows the faetor of safety PS of one 
of the bank soil elements parallel to the slope in the 
depth z, 
for example z = 0,1 m: 

with i 3,77 m it follows FS 1,59 

and for z = 0,3 m: 

l{ith i 2,46 m it follows FS 0,63 

The result shows that a bank proteetion of a thiekness 
D = 30 em with3a submerged unit weight of r ' = 12 KN/m does not suffiee to hinder the 
conRition of failure in the soil zone under eonsider
ation. 
After further development of the ealeulation 
stability is found by varying the faetors z 

the minimum 
and D, so 
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that becomes the actual FS = required FS , in which the 
required safety factor FS can be stipulated according to 
soil mechanical criteria. 
In the example above, the smallest factor of safety shown 
was at FS = 0,62 for a depth of z = 0,33 m. Hence follows 
that sufficient safety was not found until the bank pro
tection layer was D = 0,60 m. 
Practical solutions follow also for direct comparison 
calculations with the abovementioned equations, if they 
are solved using the see page force per unit volume j 
(j=rW•i ). 

protection layer 

Hoose stone r\,l~ble 
o C ml 

filterlayer 
Igeotextilll!) 

Tg [m] 

seepage fOfCI! per unit volume 
1 [kN I m J 1 

lS 

0.5 -1----1---11 

depth underneath 
the revetment 

Z[III] 

fig. 5 

1,0 -1-----1-+--1------1-----1---'-+ 

1,5 

2.0-1--+ - 1--

CD [~lculilted permissible seepage force j permissible 

CD observed seepage force j actual 

G) balance of seepage force 
j actual > j permissibll 

seepage force unit volume j undernea th 
a revetment as a result of rapid draw down 

The graphic plot in Fig. 5 emphasises in a general form 
the hydraulic gradients of the calculated permissible 
values and the observed values of i using the equations 
(15) and (4a) in which the endangered zone of soil flow 
in the range of depth zcritical underneath the embankment 
is to be shown. 

8. Summary 

Because unprotected banks of navigable waterways are, in 
the desired slope angle ß, not safe against soil erosion 
and soil flow, they have had to be stabilised for a long 
time through revetment constructions.Through the intro
duction of geotextiles a novel method of bank protection 
has been developed, which lead more and more to the use 
of geotextile filters as means of adhesion in con
structions as distinguished from the classical ways of 
loose rubble stone layers bedded on graded grain filter 
layers. 
The use of geotextiles also caused problems which were 
based on the fact that the riprap layers became lighter 
i.e. thinner. It was necessary to consider the problem in 
the sufficiency of the filter effectiveness. Besides this 
filter function a static function may be fulfilled, when 
the geotextile lies even and as an entity on the slope 
surface and is sufficiently anchored above the water 
exchange area. The stability of such a bank protection 
was deduced from the occurrence of the pressure gradient 
in the area of lowered water level and the emergence of 
the slope spring under draw-down conditions. For the 
dimensioning of a stabilised revetment simplified, but 
reasonably important suppositions were derived about the 
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delayed decrease of pore water pressure in the subsoil 
as a result of the rapid draw-down effect of lowered 
water level by passing shipping. Out of the comparison 
with given examples it could be shown, that the design 
concept allows relevant examination of the design safety 
factor for sufficient stability against soil flow of the 
bank protection. The actual conditions lead to three
dimensional pore water pressure distribution in the 
subsoil which are not easily to determine in mathematical 
equations. Therefore an approximation of the decrease of 
the pore water pressure by adapting an exponential 
function lead to a useful design concept for the dimen
sioning of revetments. The problem of wave impact on the 
bank protection has not been dealt with in this design 
concept. In principle the resulting commencement of the 
press ure distribution can be introduced into the 
calculations in a similar way. However not sufficient 
fundamentals about the instationary pore water pressure 
distribution in the subsoil of bank protection under wave 
attack exist as yet to make such claims. 
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